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1. REVIEW AND 'APPROVAL OF THE REGULAR PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR
1956: Item 7,5 of the l'agenda; (Resolution EB15.R77, Of al Record'
Nos. 58,, 60 .and 61; A8/P&B/10 and Ldd.11.; ¿ 8/P&B /15, iî8 /17,
AS/P&B /24,..:Rev.1; . A8/P &B/27, A8/P&B/28) (continued)

The CHAIRMAN asked the Committee to continue its detailed consideration of the

proposed programme and budget estimates for 1956 (Official Records No. 58), starting

with section 5.4 on Education and Training Services. The Executive Board had

recommended in section 12.5 of Official Records No. 61 that the grant to the Council for

International Organizations of Medical Sciences proposed by the Director -General

(625,000) be reduced by $5,000.

Dr EVANG (Norway) was opposed to the Boardts recommendation. He had received a

letter from one of the Nobel prize- winners, Dr Fleming, stating that it would prejudice

the 'future discussions between WHO and UNESCO on the subject if one party reduced its

grant in advance of the discussions. He fully agreed with that point of view and

proposed that there should be no reduction in the grant until after the consultations

with UNESCO.

Dr BERNARD (France) supported that proposal.

Dr van Zile HYDE, representative of the Executive Board, said that a question of

principle was involved. When WHO had first made the grant it had been on the clear

understanding that CIOMS would eventually become self- supporting. The Executive Board

had now been informed that there was no likelihood that CIOMS would ever become

self- supporting and that it would continue to require grants from WHO. In recommending

a reduction in the grant, the Board had not intended to criticize the work of CIOMS

but had wished to raise the question of whether the grant should be continued on a long

term basis, in view of the other important activities to which WHO was committed. He

recalled that, since 1949, nearly $200,000 had been spent on grants to CIOMS. The
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Board would like further guidance on the policy to be followed in that respect and

the question night be considered again at the next Health Assembly, after the

consultations with UNESCO.

The CHAIRMAN said that all the specific proposals for adjustments in the budget

would be taken at the end of the discussion on item 7.11 of the agenda.

There were no comments on the remaining sections of the programme and budget

estimates.

Dr SUTTER, Assistant Director -General, Department of Advisory Services, replied

on behalf of the Director- General to the various points raised during the discussion.

The Director- General had consulted with the Food and Agriculture Organization

regarding the conference oil food additives recommended by the Executive.Board.(Offigia],

Records No. 60, section 12.3). It was proposed that the conference should be convened

at Geneva in October 1955. The work would be of an exploratory nature and the

conference would consider the contribution which WHO and FAO could make, each within

the framework of its Constitution. In accordance with the recommendations of the Joint

FAO/WiO.Expert Committee on Nutrition, the conference would also consider convening

an expert committee to establish the relationship between the general principles

governing the use of food additives. The conference would be strictly technical and it

would, as recommended'by the Executive Board, be composed chiefly of representatives of

national committees or similar groups working on food additives. A circular letter was

being sent to governments inviting them to send representatives to the conference. Those

which did not choose to send representatives would naturally be kept informed of the results.

The Committee had also discussed the Executive Boardis recommendation for the de-

letion of the amounts budgeted for the proposed study group on housing (section 12.4

of the Bóards report). It had been mentioned that various other organs of the United

Nations were studying the problem of housing, but it should not be forgotten that those
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organs looked to WHO to define the relationship of health to .housing. From the outset,

WHO had repeatedly been asked to give advice'on housing. But there were differences of

opinion between the Member States regarding the type of activity which WHO could under-

take in that field. Some felt that all the aspects of housing were dominated by the

health aspect, while others considered that the relationship of health to housing was

so difficult to defino that the Organization should concentrate on other more important

activities.

WHO had been asked by many governmental and non -governmental organizations to

define the minimum standards of housing from the health point of view. The organizations

making that request held the view that health., in its widest sense, covered all the

factors having an, influence .pn human welfare, including those connected with comfort and

peace of mind as well as those connected with the spread of disease. Those organizations

held that there should be certain minimum standards which would apply, regardless of the

geographical position, the customs or the economic and social level of the population.

They were convinced that it was one of the functionsof WHO to act as a world arbiter

on the subject and as a centre for the exchange of information and standards. On the

other hand, ethers felt that, although the Organization should support projects for the

improvement of housing, its active participation should be confined to the problems

having a direct and immediate relationship with the incidence of disease.

Consequently, the situation was so confused that the Organization did not know what .

steps td take. The Director -General would like a group of experts to study the question

and report on the nature and scope of the work which WHO could do in that field. The

estimated cost for eight experts and one consultant was $6,000.
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The Exeoutive Board had also decided not to approve the appointment of a

consultant to assist in the preparation of manuals on food handling. The need for such

manuals was evident and the discussion had concentrated on the question whether they

should be prepared at Headquarters or in the various regions. If the manuals were

prepared in the individual regions, six consultants would be needed instead of one.

The sum required for the one consultant at Headquarters was only $1,200.

As regards the Board's recommendation that the grant to CIOMS should be cut by

$5000, it might be argued that, under the Agreement between WHO and UNESCO (which

assigned to UNESCO responsibility in the field of pure science and to WHO that in the

field of applied medical science), the Council fell within the sphere of UNESCO rather

than of WHO. Nevertheless, the Agreement laid down that consultations should take

place between the two organizations in similar cases. The Director -General therefore,

considered that the reduction of the grant, without previous consultation with UNESCO,

would be a serious step.

Dr Hurtado (Cuba) took the chair.

2. LEGISLATIVE DEVELOPMENTS IN THE UNITED NATIONS EXPANDED PROGRAMME OF TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE FOR THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF UNDER- DEVELOPED COUNTRIES: Item 7.6
of the Agenda (Resolutions WHA7.39, EB15,R30; Official Records No. 60, Annex 9;
Document AS /P &B /12)

Dr KAUL, Director, Office of Technical Assistance, introduced section 1 of

document A8 /P&B /12, which should be considered in conjunction with Annex 9 of

Official Records No. 60. That annex contained a comprehensive report submitted by the

Director -General to the fifteenth session of the Executive Board on the developments
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that had taken place during 1954. The most important development was the decision

taken by the Technical Assistance Committee and approved by the Economic and Social

Council. and the General Assembly of the United Nations, with regard to a new system

for allocating funds to organizations participating in the Expanded - Programme of

Technical Assistance. The new system would take effect with the planning of the

programme for 1956 and it introduced the following new featurest

(1) Henceforth the Technical Assistance Committee would review and approve

the annual overall programme of Technical Assistance and authorize. funds for the

implementation of the programme. That would replace the existing practice in. which

the programme was approved by the.Technical Assistance. Board and funds were allocated

to the participating organizations on a pre- determined percentage.

(2) The annual programme would be planned. and developed at the country level,

in accordance with the requests of governments and with the specific priorities

indicated by governments for the elements of the programme and for new projects in

the programme. The country programme would henceforth be communicated direct to the

Technical Assistance Board and copies would be sent to'the'participating "organizations.

Governments would, however, continue to submit individual requests for assistance

included in the annual programme to the competent specialized agency.

(3) The' amount of funds-made available to eàch.of the participating

organizations would depend upon the relationship of their particular programme to the

overall approved programme.
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(4) The Technical Assistance Board had been given the responsibility of deciding

on a figure for the availability`of funds, based on the amount of funds pledged for

the previous year's programme. The Board was also asked to formulate target figures

early in the year for expenditure for each country, including agency sub - totals

derived from their activities during the preceding year. Those figures would be

communicated to the governments concerned. However, governments would be at liberty

to submit their requests without being bound by the sub - totals, although they would

be required to conform to the overall country target expenditure for them.

(5) In order not to disrupt the programme too much from year to year, the

legislation provided that the amount allocated to each of the participating organi-

zations for the coming year should not be less than 85 per cent. of the amount

allocated to them for the current year.

(6) The appropriate organs of the participating organizations wore requested to

continue to review the technical aspects of the programme for which they were

responsible, as far as possible in the same way as they examined their regular

programme. The participating agencies would continue to be responsible for advising

and assisting the appropriate government authorities in the technical planning of

individual projects and for the implementation of the programme.

The Executive Board, having reviewed the Director- Generalls report, had expressed

its concern at the complexity of the machinery for the management of the programme,

noting that the new legislation had introduced further complications.
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In document A8/P&B /12 the Director -General also recorded the developments at the

eighteenth session of the Administrative Committee on Co- ordination regarding the

management of the Expanded Programme, and the constitutional relationship between TAB

and the ACC. The report of the ACC would be discussed at the summer session of the

Economic and Social Council, together with the report of the Advisory Committee on

Administrative and Budgetary Questions: Accordingly, the Director -General had

recommended that the Executive Board should defer final consideration of the amendments

to the basic resolution of the Economic and Social Council, 222(IX }. In its resolution

EB15.R30, the Executive Board had passed on that recommendation to the Health Assembly

and had also recommended that the Director -General should be authorized to continue to

take the action necessary for WHO to participate in the Expanded Programme of Techni-

cal Assistance,

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Rapporteur should prepare a draft endorsing the

Executive Board's recommendation, for inclusion in the Committee's report.

It was so agreed.

3. WHO PARTICIPATION IN THE EXPANDED PROGRAMME OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: Item 7.7
of the .Agenda, (Rosolutic*e4 HA7.35, WHA7.40, WHA7.41, EB15.R41, EB15.R42 and
EB15.R43 Official Records Nos. 58 and 60, Annex 13; Document A8/P&B/12)

Dr KAUL, Director, Office of Technical Assistance, said that sections 2 to 7 of

document A8/P &B/12 dealt with item 7.7 of the agenda. That report should however,

be read in conjonction with Annex 13 in Official. Records No. 60.
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In December 1954, TAB had approved a Category I programme e costing 16 million

dollars and a Category II programme of about 5 million dollars for substitution

purposes. At a meeting in April 1955, TAB had approved a supplementary programme of

t, million dollars to be added to the Category T programme. A programme costing

approximately 4.9 million dollars had been approved for WHO for 1955 but at present

only 4.5 zillion dollars had been received. The total programme could be carried out

only if the extra funds were actually made available later. After .reviewing the 1955

situation, the Executive Board had adopted r solution EB15.H42.

He drew attention to the decisioñ taken by TAB on the question of general and

project waivers (A8 /P&B/12,section 4). TAB had recommended certain criteria for

country waivers and had decided to discontinue project waivers, since it did not

believe that the existing criteria were adequate if the cost borne by local gev©rnnonts

for a project was of the order of the assistance received from international sources.

The Director -General's representative on TAB had been unable to accept that decision

and had recommended its reference to TAC. Accordingly, TAC would consider the matter

during its summer session. The full details of TAB's recommendations and the position

taken by the Director -General appeared in Annex 3 of document A8/P 0/I2.

That document also mentioned briefly the further developments since the Director -

General's report to the fifteenth session of the Executive Board with regard to the

meeting of the Working Group of the Conference of European National Committees. A

better understanding had been reached between the European National Cormittees for

Technical Assistance and the participating organizations.
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The document also contained the information that TAC had set up a working party

to study evaluation of the Technical Assistance Programme. In the first instance,

the working party would study a report on the fellowship programme and a. report on

six countries.

TAB had worked out a procedure for implementing the new legislation introduced

by the Economic and Social Council for the planning of future programmes (AS/P&B/12,

Annex 2). As could be seen from Annex 2, the procedure was very complex. After

reviewing the Director -General's report on the subject, the Executive Board had

adopted resolution EB15.R43.

In accordance with the usual practice, WHO's programme for 1956 had already been

planned, in negotiation with the governments concerned, and had appeared in Officis4

Records No. 58. The programme would be subject to further negotiations with govern-

ments in the course of the summer, after which the governments would submit their

proposals for 1956 to TAB. Those proposals would be studied by TAB towards the end of

October and submitted to TAC in November for approval.

Dr van zile HYDE, representative of the Executive Board, emphasized the extreme

complexity of the new procedure. One of its features was that WHO itself could no

longer decide how the Technical Assistance funds wore to be used. In resolutions

EB15.R30 and EB15.R43 the Executive Board had drawn attention to the fact that

henceforth the decision would rest entirely with the governments concerned. Conse-

quently, the section on Technical Assistance in Official Records c'To. 58 was far more

theoretical than it had been in the past. The projects listed wore under consideration,

but it was up to the governments concerned to see that they were included in their

overall requests for Technical Assistance.
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If national health administrators did not constantly keep their governments

informed of their requirements, there was a danger that the amount of Technical

Assistance funds devoted to health might be reduced. The only safeguard was that

there could not - be a reduction of more than 15% each year; a downward trend, however,

might prove serious. It was therefore most important that governments should be

aware of their new responsibility.

Dr EVANG (Norway) said it was a most serious stop to deprive the specialized

agencies of the authority given to them in their constitutions at the San Francisco

Conference. The legislation was a retrograde step rather than a development in the

right direction, and its effect would be to establish a super specialized agency.

He had hoped that the agencies would be given the Technical Assistance funds to use

at their own discretion. But, in the circumstances, there was little that the

Health Assembly could do except to endorse the concern expressed by the Executive

Board.

Dr van den BERG (Netherlands) supported the view expressed by the delegate of

Norway. He recalled that he had at past sessions of the Executive Board, called

attention to the danger of a co- ordinating body's assuming an unduly active role;

it would appear that that unfortunate development had occurred with regard to the

Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance. He would therefore agree on the desirability

of supporting the Director -General in taking a strong stand in defence of the rights

and duties of WHO.

He would request a further point of clarification from the representative of the

Director -General. He was not entirely clear as to what the position would be if the

requests submitted by countries did not reach the total of 85 per cent, of the funds

expended the previous year on health projects.
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Dr KAUL said that the difficulty to which the delegate of the Netherlands had

drawn attention would in fact give sone indication of the complexity of the present

procedures. Although countries were responsible fob planning programmes, provision

was in fact Made for the Technical Assistance Board, of which.the specialized agencies

were members, to set the countryes expenditure target; consequently, the specialized

agencies would be consulted in arriving at that figure. It should also be borne in

mind that the Expanded Programe of Technical Assistance had been in operation for

some time,and that most projects were of a long -term nature; accordingly, continuing

activities constituted a high proportion.of the total programme. Naturally, experience

alone would show how the new arrangements would work, but an attempt had been made to

take into account a possible. difficulty of the type raised.

The CHAIRMAN asked whether the delegates of Norway and of the Netherlands wished

to make a specific proposal or whether the natter should rest with a request to the

Rapporteur to include in the report a recommendation to the Health Assembly calling

attention to the dangerous situation which had arisen and urging delegations to

ensure that positive action was taken in that respect on the national. plane.

Dr EVANG (Norway) said that ho would be prepared to submit a draft resolution

along the lines of his comment, in conjunction with the Netherlands delegation.

Mr CORKERY (Australia) thanked the representative of the Director -General for the

information he had given on the revised procedures. He felt, however, that it was

essential for a full appraisal to be made of the situation. In that

connexion, he recalled that it had been the under- developed countries

themselves which  hd -expressed a'.desire -thtt the existing procedures should be
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United States that the provision precluding a reduction of more than 15 per cent. in the

programme of any specialized agency had been adopted. It would in his view be only fair,

if it were decided to make a recommendation to the Health Assembly as suggested, to

mention also that WHO might in fact receive as much as 120 per oent.of the total funds

allotted under the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance, should countries accord

a high priority to health projects in their requests.

The CHAIRMAN proposed that further consideration of the item should be deferred

until the Committee had before it the proposal to be submitted jointly by the Norwegian

and Netherlands delegates.

4. PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY: Item 7.11 of the Agenda (Of ic' &0114 No. 60,
Resolution 1115.R21 and Annex 5; Documents A8/P0/13 and A8 &8/19)

Dr HAYEK (Lebanon) said that WHO was faced with a new and complex problem of the

utmost importance in regard to the peaceful uses of atomic energy, on which a conference

would be meeting at Geneva, in August 1955, under the auspices of the United Nations.

Before undertaking any new responsibilities, the Director -General had studied the

relationship of atomic energy to curative medicine and public health. Should funds be

set aside for the international use of radio -isotopes in medicine and public health or
studying

should they rather be used for /health protection of the public - treatment of radiation

effects, elimination of radio- active waste which might contaminate water, the

atmosphere, the earth and the sea, and preventive measures against possible accidents

arising from the use of radio -active matter and radio- isotopes? His delegation con-

sidered that the most logical solution would be to deal with those aspects jointly, and
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it was consequently in favour of establishing mitres for the peaceful uses of atomic

energy in regions which were far removed from the large scientific institutions and which

did not have sufficient funds available to devote to the new science.

His delegation would suggest the establishment of a centre in the Eastern Mediter-

ranean Region comprisixig (1) an information centre which would give accurate information

on atomic questions to the press of countries in the Region (thus avoiding the possible

dissemination of incorrect news items which might alarm public opinion), and (2) a

laboratory for the study of questions relating to health protection against radiation

and radio- active waste matter, to the handling and transport of radio- isotopes and to

the use of such radio- isotopes for diagnosis, treatment and research. The centre would

be set up and administered jointly by WHO, by the host country, .ythio}rwavld be repre-

sented by an ad hoc committee., and by whatever bodyNtiblamMare.maNt to be held in Geneva

decided to set up on the peaceful uses of atomic energy. Lebanon, which was particularly

well suited to the establishment and to the satisfactory functioning of such a centre,

might be the host country of the centre for the Eastern Mediterranean Region. He

recalled that his country had two universities with modern scientific equipment which

were in constant contact. with European.and.American experts, as well as having on their

faculties professors who were specialized in atomic research and its biological

implications.

His delegation had made. that statement in order to stress the fact that, from the

outset, the practical aspects of the question of peaceful uses of atomic energy should

be envisaged on a regional basis. His delegation therefore supported the draft
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resolution submitted by the Mexican delegation, contained in document le8/P&B /19. He

wished to propose the following amendment to the Mexican draft resolution, the addition

of an operative paragraph (4) reading as follows:

"That for the Eastern Mediterranean Region there should be established a
regional centre on atomic problems for information, training and education of
the public, located in a country which would be most accessible to the major-
ity of Member States and which would offer the most favourable technical grounds
for the development of such a centre."

Captain WARE (United States of America) said that his delegation had studied the

documentation on this vast and important subject with great interest, particularly that

on the part WHO could play in training and health protection of the public.

He noted with gratification that the Director -General had been in touch with the

International Commission on Radiological Protection, which body had been in operation

since 1928 and had done much valuable work. The Commission had recently completed a

study on permissable dosages and radiation hazards and that study had not yet been

fully published. He believed it would be of particular interest for the publication

of those standards to be carried forward jointly with WHO.

Training of personnel was an essential problem and one which had many facets.

There was an apparent tendency to forget the need for technicians in any training scheme

and he emphasized the need for bearing them, as well as the purely professional person-

nel, in mind.

Professor STAMPAR (Yugoslavia) welcomed the Director- General's proposal. He

informed the committee that Yugoslavia had established three institutes which were

entirely devoted to work on the peaceful uses of atomic energy and it was believed that
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all three would be operating in many fields by the end of the current year. One of

the centres was near Belgrade and dealt particularly with .the - influence of atomic"

energy on biological products; another was near Zagreb and was producing isotopes;

and the third was in Ljubljana and was carrying out other work. He-was Bure.he could

speak for those "research institutes when he said that they would be pleased to have

the advantages which would result from the resolution adopted by the Executive Board

and that they would welcome the opportunity of giving the Organization all the

co- operation they'could.

Dr AUJALEU (France) recalled that his delegation had, at a plenary meeting of

the Health Assembly, -expressed, its approval of the study undertaken by WHO on the

peaceful use of atomic energy.. He agreed that WHO should confine its activities to

purely international-problems which could not be solved on the national level, such

an attitude being fully in keeping with WHO's policy in other spheres. Furthermore,

since research would clearly require funds out of all proportion to those which would

be available to the Organization in connexion with atomic energy, there could be no

doubt that the role of WHO should be confined in the first place to the health pro

tection of the public, training, and the collection and dissemination of information.

It was important that WHO should take the initiative in participating to an

increasing extent in studies on industrial hygiene, for which the International

Labour Organisation. had been mainly- respensiblo hitherto. On the question of training
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he said that experience in his own country had shown that the greatest difficulties

lay, not in the training of the medical personnel, but rather in that of the physicist;

it was essential that sufficient attention should also be paid to the training of

that vital member of the team. Turning to the aspect of information, he considered

that WHO could perform a most useful task if it were to prepare an analytical summary

of the legislation so far existing on atomic energy with a view to any possible amend-

ments that might be required; such legislation varied to a great extent and was in

many cases inadequate.

It would moreover be desirable for WHO, although it was financially precluded

from undertaking research itself, to indicate the particular fields in which it con-

sidered that further study should be undertaken. The results of research in various

countries could also be compiled and circulated to Member States.

Finally, his delegation wished to commend the Director -General and the Executive

Board on their action in the matter.

Dr SEGURA (Argentina) said that the Director - General had made it clear that the

funds available to the Organization would be used essentiAl1y for information purposes

and for the participation of WHO in the work of the Geneva Conference. However, at

the present meeting, new proposals had been made which referred to the possibility of

setting up training centres to be administered under the auspices of WHO. He would .

emphasize the need for the utmost caution in that direction. There could be no doubt
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that for. WHO to set up a centre to study the repercussions of atomic energy on human

health would be going beyond the part it -arc.:, best suited to play and was. moreover not

possible with the funds at the Organizationzs disposal.

The delegate of Yugoslavia had referred to research institutes in hie own countr;

it would be of great value for WHO to compile the results of research in various coun-

tries. He was therefore in canplete agreement with the delegate of France that WHO

should make full use of existing information available. It should also be borne in

mind that the conference convened by the United Nations would be take.:~ place very

shortly and that it would be inappropriate to take any action other than that proposed

by the Director -General beforehand.

Sir Joan CHARLES (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) congratu-

lated the Director- General on his reasonable and careful approach to the subject.

Clearly, it was not yet possible to see the full scope of the question and it would be

wise to wait for the Geneva Conference before envisaging the role to be played by WHO.

Indeed, it was to be hoped that the conference would not set up a chain reaction which

would have a disruptive effect on the Organization's budget.

With regard to the problem of recruiting medical officers having technical

qualifications; he recalled from his own experience that i was extremely difficult

to recruit such highly qualified personnel since they were for the most part already

fully engaged in what was anew and developing field. He accordingly suggested that

it might be worthwhile to bear in mind the possibility of temporarily recruiting a

physicist instead of a .uedieal officer f. the post proposed under Central Technical

Services,
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The delegate of the United States had referred to the valuable work dono by the.

International Commission on Radiological Protection. There had been some suggestion

of fear that the Commission represented only a limited field of experience.

However, he believed that there would be no difficulty in broadening the Commissions

activities and hoped that there was no suggestion that the body should be superseded.

He fully endorsed the remarks made by the United States representative on the importance

of training technicians for their part in the team.

Dr EVANG (Norway) also congratulated the Director -General on the speed with which

he had acted following the United Nations' decision to convene an international tech-

nical conference on the peaceful uses of atomic energy. It was essential that every

preparation should be made to ensure that the Organization's contribution to that

conference was as valuable as possible. Although, as the delegate of the United

Kingdom had pointed out, the situation would not be clear until after that conference,

i41H0 should be in a position at that time to state what action it advocated.

The preliminary note submitted by the Director -General of WHO to the Secretary -

General of the United Nations (Official Records No. 60, Annex 5, Appendix 1) listed

the various problems of atomic energy in relation to health protection. That was a

most comprehensive list but he wished to call attention to an additional public - health

problem which had not been included, namely, the problem of the "fall -out ", the

radioactive material produced by atomic explosion experiments.

Hitherto, the development of atomic energy had been more or less the monópoly of

the military authorities and the health aspects of the problem had been lagging behind.

Now, an opportunity would be given for WHO to raise all these important considerations.

For instance, the question of the contamination of drinking water would have to be

studied, as well as of the contamination of food, plants, etc. There had alsó been an

increase in the direct radiation to which human beings and domestic animals were

exposed which, with its genetic effects, might be considered the most dangerous aspect
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of all. Consequently he would emphasise the need for representatives of WHO at the

forthcoming conference to speak plîinly and to mention specifically the "fall -out" as

one of the greatest health problems of all.

He also mentioned a problem in which his own country, as a seafaring nation, was

particularly interested. Norway would be building merchant ships propelled by atomic

energy and a health problem which should be considered would be the possible dangers of

such a ship sinking in shallow water.

Sir Arcot MUDA I B (India) said he would not repeat all the consments he had made on

the subject when the proposed programme and budget estimates for 1956 were being discussed:

He considered the practical measures described in the Director,Generalts report were

the best ones which could be agreed upon at the present stage. He would vote for them but

not for any additional measures. He agreed with the remarks of the United Kingdom dele-

gate concerning the need to defer taking definite action until after the conferenca to be

held in August. But the problems indicated by the Norwegian delegate should be taken into

account.

Much had been said about the need for scientific studies on the subject. WHO itself

should not engage in such studies; but it should co- ordinate them and collate and publish

the results. Some of the problems involved had been studied by the International.Oomm-

issionon Radiological Protection, but some of them, e.g., use of atomic energy in industry,

went beyond its scope; as the Yugoslav delegate had already pointed out, national institu«

tions could help to solve them. The suggestions which had been made for establishing reg-

ional training centres were, he considered, premature, although it might well be necessary

to establish such centres later.

He hoped that a comparative study would be made of national public- health legislation

on atomic energy.

WHO should concern itself in "general with both the curative and the preventive

aspect of the problem.
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Mr SAITO (Japan) said that the Japanese Government was very interested in the peaceftl

use of atomic energy and was anxious that WHO should study the public - health problems con-

nected with that use It approved tine proposals made by the Director -General in his report,

The Japanese delegation was in favour of the establishment of training centres such as

those advocated by the Mexican and Lebanese delegations, and it would gladly make available

to the Organization any of the information it possessed on that subject.

Dr SEGURA (Argentina) was glad several representatives had urged that the Organization

should defer taking certain decisions until after the conference to be held in August. He

would suggest that the Committee should adopt the Director- Generalss report and refrain

from taking a positive decision on any of the other proposals before it.

Dr VINIE( 2A OSORIO (Mexico) said that he agreed with everything the French delegate

had said and also with the United States delegate's remarks regarding team -work and the

need for the co- operation of the technicians. He would approve of everything in the

Director_Generalfs report with one smn71 exception: it was not essential for the profession-

al post proposed by the Director -General to be occupied by a medical officer; in view of

the difficulty of obtaining a suitable person to fill that post, he would agree with the

United Kingdom delegate that it might equally well be occupied by a physicist,

He did not consider that the proposal made by the Mexican delegation (document

AS/I41049) was premature. There was a great need of trained personnel to serve in public-

health units concerned with atomic energy. He hoped that the proposal'would be fully con-

sidered, He would like to amend the Mexican delegation's draft resolution by substituting

the word "assist" for the word "promote" in paragraph (2) and was prepared to present a

new version of paragraph (3) in writing.
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The DIRECTOR- GENERAL thanked the delegates who had spoken for their comments which,

-he said, had helped him considerably.

It was clear that great caution had to be exercised in evolving a WHO programme

in regard to atomic energy. He fully agreed with those who had said that the Conference

to be held in August should help WHO to determine what it should do. He hoped that

the Governmentsof the countries represented at that Conference would study the

problem, and make available any information they had which would help to resolve. it.

He had not included anything in his report (L8,'P&8/23) which was not in accord

anco with the existing policies of the Organization. He had never considered that

WHO should itself engage in research, into the subject, but he did envisage it stimula

ting and co- ordinating such research.

It was indeed difficult to find a competent person to fill the professional

post'which'he had suggested should be created. He would not give up his efforts to

do so until such a person was found but he was grateful for the suggestion that

until then a physicist could occupy the post.

Referring to the fear which had been expressed that WHO would establish a new

body to replace the International Commission on Radiological Protection, he said that

what was needed l ras.co -operation; he had established close contact with that organs

zation, which was doing most useful and important work.

He thought it was too soon for the Organization to take positive action in

respect of the training centres which had been suggested.

.In answer to the remarks concerning the need for co- operation with the Inter.

national Labour Office, he said that the Secretariat had already consulted it on the

subject, as it had the other specialized agencies, and that it would continue to do so.
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Professor FERREIRA (Brazil) said that it appeared that everyone who had spoken

approved the Director-General's cautious approach to the problem. He therefore

wondered whether the Mexican delegate would not agree to the proposal of the Mexican

delegation (AB/P&B/19) being treated not as a draft resolution, but as a comment on the

Director -General's report. He himself was not ready to vote on the proposal in its

amended form.

Dr VINIEGRA OSORIO (Mexico) said he would indeed withdraw his delegation'a

proposal on the understanding that it would be treated as a comment on the Director-

General's report.

In answer to the CHAIRMAN, Dr HAYEK (Lebanon) said that he also would agree to

the text he had proposed being treated as a comment an the Director -General's report

and not as a proposal.

Decision: The Director -General's report (A8/P&B/13) was unanimously adopted,
subject to a proviso that the Health Assembly should leave the Director -General
free to appoint either a medical officer or a physicist to the professional
post which he had suggested in that report should be created.,

5. ROLE OF THE HOSPITAL IN THE PUBLIC -HEALTH PROGRAMME (ITEM PROPOSED BY THE GOVERN-
MENT OF STJ DEN) : Item 7.14 of the Agenda (Official Records No. 60, Resolutions
EB15 .R62 and EB15.R63, A8/P&B/1)

Mr ENGEL (Sweden) said that the Swedish proposal on the role of the hospital in

the public - health programme (A8/P&B/1) was particularly concerned with the hospital's

role in preventive medicine. The hospital had too long been an institution concerned

only with the practice of curative medicine. But during recent years the hospital had

become more and rore concerned with preventive medicine, and that gradual change

constituted important progress.
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The International Hospital Federation, at its last meeting in London, had discussed

the problem of organizing and planning the hospital so that it might function as a

centre for preventive medical services. He would highly recommend the study of the

report of that discussion.

The specialized hospital was the most valuable and most scientifically qualified

instrument for combatting human illness and for making clinical use of the latest

achievements of medical science. The specialized services and staff of hospitals

should be used, in particular for the early detection of diseases, such as cancer

and cardiovascular and rheumatic diseases, to a much greater extent than they had

been in most countries; also they should be extensively used for preventive mental

health work amongst children.

Hospitals would have to perform such preventive functions mainly through their

out -patient departments, which should therefore be expanded and adequately staffed.

Patients in hospitals should be given advice not only on the purely medical

aspects of the routine they should follow after leaving hospital, but also on other

natters affecting their daily life such as rehabilitation, vocational training, and

the like.

Hospitals should also interest themselves in the health education of the public,

especially of the patient and his relatives. That was most important where diseases

such as diabetes, nutritional disturbances and occupational diseases were concerned.

He had read the minutes of the Executive Board with great satisfaction, and had

been encouraged to note the Boardts comprehensive comments on the general problem and

its interest in the £wedish proposal as expressed in resolution EB15.R63. The Board
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had considered, however, that it would be wiser to undertake at its seventeenth

session a detailed study of programme planning with particular reference to the

integration of preventive and curative r.,edicine in public health programmes - a study

which would in effect include the substance of the Swedish proposal , and had nade

a recommendation to that effect to the Health Assembly (resolution EB15.R62), which

was to be discussed under item 7.17 of the agenda.

He had no objection to the Board's recomendation, which was actually based on

the same philosophy as the wwedish proposal, although he would draw attention to the

magnitude of the task which the Board proposed to undertake. He hoped, however, that,

in making its study, the Board would give due attention to the general role of the

hospital in public health and to its particular responsibilities in respect of

preventive and curative nedicine. Stress should also be laid on the importance of

including training in the integration of preventive and curative medicine in the

education of all health personnel, eepecially physicians. He therefore withdrew the

Swedish proposal and would instead support the Executive Board's recommendations for

a future organizational study (resolution EB15.R62).

Dr STAMPAR (Cugoslavia) said he was very grateful to the Swedish delegation

for raising the subject. Public- health services had developed in different ways, and

too often the hospital was looked wet only as a centre of curative medicine. The

.technical discussions on rural health had shown the need for public- health programmes

to be integrated. Hospitals should constitute an integral part of public - health centres.

He hoped the Secretariat would study the problem and provide more information on the

subjects
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Professor OLSEN (Federal Republic of Germany) said he fully agreed with the

views expressed by the Swedish delegate, and considered it most important that a

study should be made of the subject. He hoped that the Health Assembly would adopt

the recommendation which the Executive Board had made to it in resolution EB15.R62.

Professor FERREIRA (Brazil) said that there was no doubt that hospitals should

play a most important part in the execution of public - health programmes. He hoped

that the study proposed by the Swedish Government would be made and that it would

help to bring about the more widespread integration of hospitals in public -health

service.

Dr AUJALEU (France) considered the idea of the Swedish delegation an excellent

one. He felt that eventually the conception of the hospital, as presented by the

Swedish delegation, would receive general acceptance. Even in countries where the

hospital had tended to remain apart from general public -health activities, one

found facilities for anti -venereal disease consultations, prenatal consultations, etc.

In France, doctors attached to psychiatric hospitals aso acted as consultants in

neighbouring localities, and it ,was considered undesirable, in psychiatric hospitals,

to separate psychiatrists concerned with prevention, from those concerned with the

curative side. Again, the activities of personnel concerned with cancer were not

confined to the centre to which they were attached, but included consultations outside

the centre. Those were examples of a certain degree of integration which had already

taken place, and he would bo very glad to see a study undertaken along the lines

suggested by the Swedish delegation.
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The DIRECTOR -GENERAL said that if the Health Assembly adopter., the draft

resolution in resolution EB15.R62 of the Executive Board, as the Board recommended,

it would in effect be meeting the Swedish Government's proposal.

Sir John CHARIES (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) said

he wondered whether the proposal would not result in too great a task for the Execu-

tive Board; the study of the integration of the hospital within the public -health

services was an enormous problem in itself. In the United Kingdom many months of

study had already been devoted to the problem and he supposed that the organizational

study of the Executive Board would be very much wider than the simple consideration

of the place of the hospital in the public - health field.

Mr ENGEL (Sweden) said that the original Swedish proposal had contained the

suggestion that a group of experts on, for instance, public- health administration,

together with certain specialists in the hospital field and others engaged in human

relations activities, should make a careful study of the role of the hospital in the

public - health programme, with special reference to the problem of health education in

preventive medicine. He appreciated that the task was an enormous one and ho fully

agreed with the Chief Delegate of the United Kingdom. He did not consider that there

was any need for him to make any proposal; it might bo that the Executive Board would

study the problem and recommend the convening of such a group of experts.
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Dr SEGURA (Argentina) suggested that the subject with which.the Swedish Govern -

ment's proposal was concerned should be the subject of the technical discussions at

a subsequent Health Assembly.

The CHAIRMAN said that since the Swedish delegate had withdrawn his Government's

proposal, the Committee need not take any decision on the item of the agenda which

had just been discussed. The discussion of the item was closed.

The meeting rose at 6 p.m.


